Happy Island
MOVE FOR ONE

「福島・FUKUSHIMA」＝「Happy」「Island」
Since the earthquake, Fukushima has been suffering so much from the nuclear plant.
Let's take Fukushima as a symbol for rebuilding
and support all actions concerning reconstruction of damaged areas in east japan from all over the world!

Making Fukushima into a real
Happy Island

What we can do for example

Making Fukushima a Land with
Full Nature Recycling System

Meetings and events organized
by the citizens of Fukushima

Making Fukushima a Self
Organized Land needless of
any support from the outer world

Having a contest gathering
researchers and developers
in making free energy and water
purification device from all over
the world

Becoming the place of dispatch
in leading edge ecology and
free energy
As a result, becoming an ideal
model for developing a region
anywhere in the world

Proving the efficiency by clinical
data and having a presentation.
Letting the people decide and
use the technology
Gathering people to see
what we are doing in Fukushima

Let us people change the world.
We already have it all.

Can't we make the most dangerous land to live, Fukushima, into "the most want to live land" ?
If we make it happen, the world should definitely be amazed!
We should not waste time on criticizing the government. The government has their own things to do. We have our own.
We already have many. It is neither the top, policy, nor social system that has to change.
It is "Us". What is important is that it is not who started this project,
but to move and spread the Happy Island Movement by the ones who realize. Let's make it happen!

# It is free to copy, use, and change any part of this document. Please tell it in your own words.
# Let's spread it by any web tool (facebook, twitter, myspace, mixi, gree, blogs etc.) you know all over the world.
# This is a movement. No leader or headquarter. Make it when you need it.
# Please share any activity on the web etc. when you do it.
# No race. Share, realize, and accept each others experience to make the next civilization by our own hands.

